Essential Question: What is the minimum needed at the state level for maximum impact and flexibility at local level and what can industry partners do to help with that?

State Level Lead
Demonstrates Experience Education and Industry Expertise and Drives...

- Advisory/ Curriculum Committee
- Industry Partnership Development
- Securing Necessary Funding
- Scale Effort from Local to State Level
- Coordination Credentialing Training for Instructors
- Negotiate Instructors’ Pay
- Enforce Curriculum Committees’ Rules

Faculty Champions Develop Curricula while Building and Sustaining Partnerships with...

- K-12
- State Depts: Labor, Ed., Corrections, Economic Development
- 2 Year institutions
- 4 Year Institutions
- Employers Needing Candidates or Training for Current Employees

This one person is the driver for the overall process. Skills sets required include knowledge of needs and processes of higher ed. and of the primary sector as well as considerable strength in distributive leadership.

The State Level Lead hands-off processes to Faculty Champions who are then responsible for the majority of the ongoing outreach and partnership development. The State Level Lead continues to support but is not considered the primary driver.